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Automatic test case execution in test-driven development provides an excellent return on investment. 

However, test cases in test-driven development are usually designed manually. Manual acquisition of test 

cases is laborious, time-consuming, and error-prone. Model-based testing is a technique to automatically 

generate test cases from software models. Model-based test-driven development provides an opportunity 

to automate both test case generation and test case execution. This paper proposes and implements a 

constraint-based framework for automatic test case generation in method-level black-box unit testing. 

This framework uniformly solved the test case generation problem using constraint logic graphs and 

constraint logic programming. This framework effectively performs equivalence class partitioning and 

test coverage criteria management on constraint logic graphs, and simultaneously generates test input and 

expected output using constraint logic programming. This unifying constraint-based framework can serve 

as a nucleus for test case generation in model-based unit testing in the future, including method-level 

black-box, method-level white-box, and class-level unit testing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Software unit testing is a process that includes the performance of test planning, the acquisition 

of a set of test cases, and the measurement of a test unit against its specifications [1]. Unit testing 

usually provides an excellent return on investment among various levels of testing [2]. However, the 

acquisition of a set of test cases in unit testing is a challenging task. In procedural programming, a unit 

can be an individual function or procedure in a module. In object-oriented programming, a unit is 

often an entire interface, such as a class, yet it can also be an individual method in the class. 

Method-level unit testing focuses on verifying state changes for a single method invocation. After 

method-level unit testing is completed, class-level unit testing can focus on verifying the state 

transitions for a sequence of method invocations. The separation of unit testing into method-level and 

class-level allows simpler management for unit testing. 

In traditional software development, test cases in unit testing are usually designed when the unit 

is implemented or after the unit is implemented. In the test-driven development (TDD) approach [3], 

test cases in unit testing must be designed before the unit is implemented. TDD has several benefits 

and offers an excellent return on investment [4]. For example, developers acquire a deeper 

understanding of the unit requirements after designing the test cases. Developers can obtain faster 

feedback by promptly and repeatedly executing the test cases. Developers usually spend less time in 

debugging errors. Hence, the unit is of superior quality. 

Automatic test case execution is crucial for TDD and is mature. However, test cases are usually 

designed manually in TDD. Manual acquisition of test cases is laborious, time-consuming, and 

error-prone. It is beneficial if test cases can be automatically generated instead. Model-based testing 

(MBT) provides a technique to automatically generate test cases from software models or 

specifications [5][6][7]. The architecture of model-based test case generation is shown in Figure 1. 

Test-platform-independent test data (or abstract test cases) are first generated automatically from the 

software model. Test-platform-specific test scripts (or concrete test cases) are then generated 
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automatically from test-platform-independent test data and the test-platform templates. This paper will 

address the problem of automatic generation of test-platform-independent test data from software 

models. Therefore, by providing formal models, model-based TDD can automate both test case 

generation and test case execution. 

Numerous modeling notations were proposed to specify software behaviors [5][6][7]. The most 

common approach applied in test case generation is using state-based specification languages [8], such 

as VDM [9], B[10], Z[11], JML[12], and UML/OCL [13][14]. We used the generic standardized 

modeling language, Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Object Constraint Language (OCL), as 

the modeling notation. UML can model various static structures and dynamic behaviors of a software 

system. In object-oriented programming, method specification is contained in the class specification. 

Therefore, we used the UML class diagram to describe the model of a class. A class diagram is used 

to define the attributes and methods of each class and the relationships among classes. OCL is 

primarily used to specify the behaviors of a method. In state-based specification languages, system 

states are denoted by a collection of state variables. The values of these state variables represent the 

current state of the system.  

The behaviors of a method are characterized by the value changes of the state variables before 

and after method invocation. The behaviors of a method are specified by method preconditions and 

postconditions. A method precondition is the set of constraints that must be held before invoking a 

method to ensure the successful execution of the method invocation. A method postcondition is the set 

of constraints that must be held after the method invocation. The state change of the method 

invocation is usually specified in the method postconditions. In addition to method preconditions and 

postconditions, class invariants are used to specify the set of constraints that must be held by any 

object of the class during the life cycle of that object.  

The set of constraints included in the model of a method specifies the behaviors regarding the 

relationships between the input and output of the method. Ideally, software testing ensures the 

correctness of all behaviors of the method. In practice, verifying each behavior of the method is 

usually impossible because of a large or infinite amount of behaviors. The first challenge in test case 

generation is partitioning the behaviors into a more manageable collection of equivalence classes to 

ensure that only a few representative test cases are generated for each equivalence class. However, the 

number of equivalence classes may still be large or infinite. The second challenge in test case 

generation is managing the coverage of equivalence classes of behaviors based on a test coverage 

criterion. A test case consists of a pair of test input and expected output. The third challenge in test 

case generation is generating test input for each representative test case, and the fourth challenge in 

test case generation is generating the corresponding expected output for each test input. 

The test case generation in method-level black-box unit testing can be formulated as a collection 

of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). This paper proposes a constraint-based framework to 

uniformly overcome these four challenges, as shown in Figure 2. This framework overcomes these 

four challenges using a constraint representation, called constraint logic graph, and a constraint 

solving approach, called constraint logic programming (CLP) [15]. This framework uniformly 

overcomes the equivalence class partitioning and test coverage criteria management challenges based 

on constraint logic graph. This framework uniformly overcomes the test input generation and expected 

output generation challenges based on constraint logic programming. 

 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 demonstrates that the test case 

generation in method-level black-box unit testing can be formulated as a collection of CSPs. Section 3 

introduces the proposed approach to enumerating CSPs according to UML/OCL specifications based 

on constraint logic graphs. Section 4 presents the mechanisms used for applying the CLP approach to 

determine solutions to the enumerated CSPs. Section 5 presents a prototype implementation of the 

framework. Section 6 provides a summary of related work. Finally, Section 7 provides our conclusion. 

2. FORMULATING TEST CASE GENERATION AS CSPS 

A method is a procedure that performs a specific task. The effects caused by executing the 

method depend on the state of the program and the arguments to the method. The effects may include 

a returned value or a change in the state of the program. The state of a program may include the 

instance variables of the receiver object, the static variables of classes, global variables, or input data. 
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Figure 1. The architecture of model-based test case generation. 
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Figure 2. The constraint-based framework for test case generation. 
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2.1 Method Specification 

 

Let S denote the set of program states, A denote the set of arguments to the method, and R denote 

the set of returned values. A method m of a class C can be represented as a function 

𝑓𝐶,𝑚: 𝑆 × 𝐴 → 𝑅 × 𝑆, 

where 𝑆 × 𝐴 is the domain and 𝑅 × 𝑆 is the range of 𝑓𝐶,𝑚.  

A constructor   of   can be represented as a function 

𝑓𝐶,𝑐: 𝐴 → 𝑆, 

where 𝐴 is the domain and 𝑆 is the range of 𝑓𝐶,𝑐. A constructor has no returned value and creates an 

object with an initial state. A constructor is a special case of a method. We assume each class has a 

constructor that can create objects at an appropriate state for testing. 

The semantics of a method can be defined by three types of logical predicates or constraints: 

class invariants, method preconditions and method postconditions. 

The class invariant for a class   specifies the constraints that must be held by any object of   

during the life cycle of that object. The state of an object of   includes the instance variables and the 

static variables of  . The state of the program includes the state of an object. The state of an object of 

  does not include global variables, the static variables of classes other than  , nor input data. Let   

be the set of states of an object of  . The class invariant for a class   can be represented as a relation 

𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣:  → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒}, 

where 𝑠    is in 𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣  or 𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝑠)   𝑟𝑢𝑒, if 𝑠 is a valid state of an object of  . 

The method precondition for a method   of a class   specifies the constraints on the domain 

𝑆 × 𝐴 of 𝑓𝐶,𝑚 to successfully execute  . Therefore, the method precondition for a method   of a 

class   can be represented as a relation 

𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒: 𝑆 × 𝐴 → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} 

where (𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑎)   𝑆 × 𝐴 is in 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒 if 𝑓𝐶,𝑚(𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑎) is defined, and 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒  𝑆 is the state of the 

program at the moment that the execution of   begins. 

The method postcondition for a method   of a class   specifies the constraints on the domain 

and range 𝑆 × 𝐴 × 𝑅 × 𝑆 of 𝑓𝐶,𝑚 to successfully execute  . Therefore, the method postcondition 

for a method   of a class   can be represented as a relation 

𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡: 𝑆 × 𝐴 × 𝑅 × 𝑆 → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} 

where (𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡)   𝑆 × 𝐴 × 𝑅 × 𝑆  is in 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡  if 𝑓𝐶,𝑚(𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑎)  (𝑟, 𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡) , and 

𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡  𝑆 is the state of the program when the execution of   is completed. 

 

2.2 Test Case Specification 

 

Test case generation for a method can be formulated as a collection of CSPs as follows: a CSP 

involves a list of variables that are defined on finite domains of values and a set of constraints that 

restrict the values that the variables can simultaneously use [16]. A solution to a CSP is a set of values 

assigned to variables that satisfy all of the constraints. A CSP can be represented as a triple  
 , , 𝛤  , where   denotes the finite set of CSP variables,   is the set of domains (one for each 

variable), and 𝛤 is the set of constraints over the variables. 

A test case for a method consists of a pair of test input and expected output. Each (𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑎)  
 𝑆 × 𝐴 is a candidate for test input, and each (𝑟, 𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡)   𝑅 × 𝑆 is a candidate for expected output. 

A suite of test cases for a method consists of test cases for valid test input and test cases for invalid 

test input.  

Test cases for valid test input ensure that the method behaves correctly when it incurs valid input 

data. The problem of identifying a test case for valid test input can be formulated as the following 

CSP  𝑣 :  

 ( 𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∪  𝑎 ∪  𝑟 ∪  𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡), 

( 𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ×  𝑎 ×  𝑟 ×  𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡),  

 (𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡)  , 
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where,  𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒, with the domain  𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒, is the set of variables denoting the state of the program when 

the execution of a method   begins.  𝑎, with the domain  𝑎, is the set of variables denoting the 

arguments to  .  𝑟 , with the domain  𝑟 , is the variable denoting the value returned from  .  

 𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, with the domain  𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, is the set of variables denoting the state of the program when the 

execution of   is completed.  𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is the class invariant with respect to the variables in  𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒. 

𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the class invariant with respect to the variables in  𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡. A solution to  𝑣  is a test case 

candidate for valid test input.  

Test cases for invalid test input ensure that the method can behave gracefully when it incurs 

invalid test input. In general, the method throws an exception when it incurs invalid test input. The 

problem of identifying a test case for invalid test input can be represented as the following CSP  𝑖 :  

 ( 𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∪  𝑎), ( 𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ×  𝑎), (𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ ~𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒)  . 

A solution to  𝑖  is a test case candidate for invalid test input. Identifying test cases for invalid 

test input is similar to identifying test cases for valid input data. We only discuss identifying test cases 

for valid test input. 

3. ENUMERATING CSPS BASED ON CONSTRAINT LOGIC GRAPHS 

The domain   of the CSP,   , , 𝛤  , used for identifying a test case for a method   of a 

class   may be large. Test case generation can generate a small suite of test cases that effectively 

ensure the quality of the program. Equivalence class partitioning is the most widely used technique for 

generating a small and effective suite of test cases. 

In the equivalence class partitioning technique, the domain  𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ×  𝑎 of 𝑓𝐶,𝑚 of a method   

of a class   is partitioned into a number of equivalence classes. These equivalence classes are 

mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. The elements belonging to the same equivalence class 

induce the method to behave “equivalently” regarding test-effectiveness; in other words, in principle, 

one element (or a small number of elements) is chosen as the representative of an equivalence class 

and is included in the test suite. 

Consequently, by using the equivalence class partitioning technique, the CSP for the test case 

generation can be partitioned into a collection of sub-CSPs as follows: let 

𝛤   𝛤1 ∨ … ∨ 𝛤𝑛 

be the constraint of the CSP represented as a disjunction of a set of constraints. The CSP for the test 

case generation can be partitioned into   sub-CSPs,   , , 𝛤𝑖  ,       . The set of elements in 

  that satisfies 𝛤𝑖  forms an equivalence class.  

For example, the CSP for the test case generation of a method   of a class   can be initially 

partitioned into two sub-CSPs,  𝑣  and  𝑖  using 

𝛤  (𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∧ 𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡) ∨ (𝛤𝐶,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ ~𝛤𝐶,𝑚,𝑝𝑟𝑒). 

These sub-CSPs can then be further partitioned. 

The number of sub-CSPs partitioned for a method may be large or infinite. Therefore, numerous 

test coverage criteria are proposed to limit the partitioning of equivalence classes. This paper proposes 

the use of constraint logic graphs to facilitate the application of equivalence class partitioning and test 

coverage criteria management. 

 

3.1 Constraint Logic Graph 

 

A constraint logic graph is a succinct graphical representation of a clause of (possibly infinite) 

constraints. A constraint logic graph is represented as a directed graph with seven types of nodes: the 

initial node, the final node, constraint nodes, disjunction-initial nodes, disjunction-final nodes, 

conjunction nodes, and iterated conjunction nodes. A constraint logic graph possesses a unique initial 

node, depicted as a filled circle, and a unique final node, depicted as a filled double circle. The initial 

node has only outgoing edges. The final node has only incoming edges. A constraint is represented by 

a constraint node, depicted as a rectangle. The constraint in a constraint node may be a simple 

constraint, a constraint abstraction, or a negation of a simple constraint or a constraint abstraction. A 

simple constraint is a constraint without conjunction or disjunction operators and a constraint 
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abstraction is the constraint for a method. 

The disjunction of two constraints is represented by a pair of disjunction-initial and 

disjunction-final nodes connecting the two corresponding constraint nodes. A disjunction-initial node 

is depicted as a diamond and a disjunction-final node is depicted as a circle. The conjunction of two 

constraints is represented by a conjunction node connecting the two corresponding constraint nodes. A 

conjunction node is depicted as a pentagon. An iterated-conjunction node is used to succinctly 

represent a conjunction of a series of constraints with indexed variable names. An iterated conjunction 

node is depicted as a hexagon. 

An OCL expression can be represented by a constraint logic graph, as follows: a simple OCL 

constraint is represented by a constraint node. IfExp, IterateExp and OperationCallExp are three major 

OCL constructs that form compound constraints. An IfExp expression has the general form of 

if 𝛤𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑  then 𝛤𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 else 𝛤𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒  endif, (1) 

which denotes the following constraint 

(𝛤𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∧ 𝛤𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒) ∨ ( 𝛤𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 ∧ 𝛤𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒). (2) 

Thus, an IfExp expression can be represented in the constraint logic graph, as illustrated in Figure 

3, where the two conjunctive paths are connected by a diamond disjunction-initial node and a circular 

disjunction-final node to form a disjunction. 

An IterateExp expression has the general form of 

collection->iterate(e : type1; r : type2 = initial_expr | body_expr ) (3) 

where 𝑒 is the element variable and 𝑟 is the accumulator variable. The accumulator 𝑟 is initialized 

to initial_expr. The IterateExp expression applies body_expr to each element 𝑒 of the collection 

collection. Such an IterateExp expression denotes the following constraint 

 

𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  ∧ (⋀𝛤 𝑜𝑑 ( )

𝑛

𝑖 1

) ∧ 𝛤𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  (4) 

 

where 

 

      𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙   (    𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝑡   → 𝑠  𝑒()) ∧ (𝑟      𝑡 𝑎𝑙 𝑒  𝑟) (5) 

  𝛤 𝑜𝑑 ( )  (    )  ∧ ( 𝑒𝑖      𝑙𝑙𝑒 𝑡   → 𝑎𝑡( )) ∧ (𝑟𝑖         𝑒  𝑟  𝑟 𝑟𝑖 1, 𝑒 𝑒𝑖 ) (6) 

      𝛤𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙   (   ) ∧ (𝑟   𝑟𝑛) (7) 

 

Differing versions of 𝑒𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖 are used for variables 𝑒 and 𝑟 in various iterations of  . The 

expression      𝑒  𝑟  𝑟 𝑟𝑖 1, 𝑒 𝑒𝑖  indicates that the variables 𝑟  and 𝑒  in      𝑒  𝑟  are 

substituted by the variables 𝑟𝑖 1 and 𝑒𝑖, respectively. 

An IterateExp expression can be represented in the constraint logic graph, as illustrated in Figure 

4, where the iterated conjunctive paths are connected by a hexagonal iterated-conjunction node to 

form a conjunction. 

An OperationCallExp for a user-defined method represents the constraint abstraction of a method 

invocation, which is depicted as a normal constraint node in the constraint logic graph. The constraint 

abstraction is composed of the complete set of OCL constraints of the method; that is, the compound 

constraint of the class invariant before the invocation occurs, the precondition and the postcondition of 

the method, and the class invariant after the invocation is completed. 

Each complete path displayed in the constraint logic graph corresponds to a sub-CSP (or an 

equivalence class) of the CSP. If iterated-conjunction nodes are present in the graph, the number of 

paths may be infinite. To address this problem, paths can be enumerated in a breadth-first-traversal 

manner until the test coverage criterion is met. Breadth-first-traversal can prevent infinite looping and 

systematically enumerates from short to long paths. However, an enumerated path may correspond to 

an unsolvable CSP. In this situation, the enumerated path is discarded, and the path enumeration 

process continues. An unsolvable CSP is detected when the constraint solver (described in the next 

section) fails to determine a solution, or the resolution time exceeds a predetermined threshold. 
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Figure 4. The constraint logic graph for an IterateExp expression. 
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3.2 A Running Example 

 

The IntRange class is used as an example to demonstrate the generation of constraint logic 

graphs and the generation of sub-CSPs. The IntRange class models a range of integers. Figure 5 

displays the UML class diagram and  

Figure 6 lists the OCL definitions associated with IntRange. The method contains() is used as an 

example. The problem of identifying a test case for the valid test input of method contains() can be 

formulated as the following CSP:  

 {𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑒  𝑝𝑟𝑒}  ∪ {𝑣} ∪ {𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡} ∪ {𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 , 𝑒  𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡}, 

(𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟, 𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟)  × (𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟) × (𝐵  𝑙𝑒𝑎 ) × (𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟, 𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟),  

𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧ 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∧ 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡   

The constraint logic graphs of invariants 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 and 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 contain only a 

constraint node of a simple constraint. The method contains() does not have a precondition. Figure 7 

displays the constraint logic graph of the postcondition 𝛤𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠,𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, which is a conjunction 

of two postcondition constraints. 

The following path enumeration process demonstrates the test case generation for all-branch test 

coverage criterion. The first enumerated path is {1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}, which depicts a path 

traversing zero iteration over the IterateExp expression. The constraint of the sub-CSP corresponding 

to this path is derived as follows: 

 (startpre <= endpre) ∧  

(L0 = {startpre, startpre + 1, …, endpre}) ∧  

(n = L0->size()) ∧ (answer0 = 0) ∧  

(1 > n) ∧ (answer = answer0) ∧ (result = answer) ∧  

(startpost = startpre) ∧ (endpost = endpre) ∧  

(startpost <= endpost). 

(8) 

Because an IntRange object contains at least one element, the inequality constraint of (1 > n) is 

constantly false. Thus, the CSP corresponding to this path is an unsolvable CSP.  

The second enumerated path is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}, which depicts a path 

traversing one iteration over the IterateExp expression and traversing the true branch of the IfExp 

expression. The constraint corresponding to this path is presented as follows: 

 (startpre <= endpre) ∧  

(L0 = { startpre, startpre + 1, …, endpre}) ∧  

(n = L0->size()) ∧ (answer0 = false) ∧  

(1 <= n) ∧ (e1 = L0->at(1)) ∧ (e1 = v) ∧ (answer1 = 1) ∧  

(2 > n) ∧ (answer = answer1) ∧ (result = answer) ∧  

(startpost = startpre) ∧ (endpost = endpre) ∧  

(startpost <= endpost). 

(9) 

One solution to Constraint (9) is  

{startpre = 1, endpre = 1, v = 1, result = true, startpost = 1, endpost = 1}. 

The third enumerated path is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}, which depicts a path 

traversing one iteration over the IterateExp expression and traversing the false branch of the IfExp 

expression. One solution to the third path is  

{ startpre = 1, endpre = 1, v = 2, result = false, startpost = 1, endpost = 1}. 

Because all of the branches have been traversed, the path enumeration process terminates. 

Because a precondition is not specified in the method of contains(), we used the constructor 

IntRange() as an example to generate test cases for invalid test input. The problem of identifying a 

test case for invalid test input of the constructor IntRange() can be formulated as the following CSP: 
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IntRange 

start: int 

end: int 

IntRange(int, int) 

contains(int): boolean 

not_contains(int): boolean 

Figure 5. The class diagram for class IntRange. 

 

 

Figure 6. The OCL specification for class IntRange. 

package intRange 

 

context IntRange 

inv: start <= end 

 

context IntRange::IntRange(first:Integer, last:Integer): 

pre: first <= last 

post: start = first and end = last 

 

context IntRange::contains(v: Integer): Boolean 

post return_value:  

result = Sequence{start..end}->iterate 

(e: Integer; answer: Boolean = false |  

if e=v then true else answer endif 

) 

post state_update:  

start = start@pre and end = end@pre 

 

context IntRange::not_contains(v: Integer): Boolean 

post return_value:  

 if self.contains(v) then 

  result = false 

 else 

  result = true 

 endif 

post state_update:  

start = start@pre and end = end@pre 
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Figure 7. The constraint logic graph for the postcondition of the method contains(). 
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 [𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 , 𝑒  𝑝𝑟𝑒] ∪  𝑓 𝑟𝑠𝑡, 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ,  

(𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟, 𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟)  ×  (𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟, 𝐼 𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟),  

𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑣,𝑝𝑟𝑒 ∧  𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑝𝑟𝑒  . 

The generation of compound constraints from the negation constraint of  𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑝𝑟𝑒 is 

achieved by negating the compound constraints generated from 𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑝𝑟𝑒. The constraint 

logic graph of 𝛤𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒,𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑛,𝑝𝑟𝑒 displays two simple constraint nodes connected with a conjunction 

node. Only one path is generated; thus, the compound constraint for test cases of invalid test input is: 

(startpre <= endpre) ∧ (¬  (first <= last)). (10) 

A possible solution to this CSP is { startpre = 1, endpre = 1, first = 1, last = 0} 

The method not_contains() contains an invocation to the method contains() which is 

represented in the constraint logic graph as a constraint node containing a constraint abstraction. Two 

paths are enumerated from the constraint logic graph and the associated compound constraints are 

Constraint (11): 

(startpre <= endpre) ∧ contains(v) ∧ (result = false) ∧ (startpost = startpre) 

∧ (endpost = endpre) ∧ (startpost <= endpost) 
(11) 

and Constraint (12): 

(startpre <= endpre) ∧ (¬ contains(v)) ∧ (result = true) ∧ (startpost = 

startpre) ∧ (endpost = endpre) ∧ (startpost <= endpost) 
(12) 

The possible solutions to Constraints (11) and (12) are {startpre = 1, endpre = 1, v = 1, result = false, 

startpost = 1, endpost = 1} and {startpre = 1, endpre = 1, v = 0, result = true, startpost = 1, endpost = 1}, 

respectively. 

4. SOLVING CSPS BASED ON CONSTRAINT LOGIC PROGRAMMING 

Constraint logic programming (CLP) is a widely used approach for solving CSPs [15]. CLP is a 

combination of two declarative programming paradigms: logic programming and constraint 

programming. The users declaratively describe the problem variables, the domains of the variables, 

and the constraints over the variables. The CLP system can then determine the values of the variables 

that satisfy the constraints.  

We converted the constraints expressed in OCL into the CLP predicates in the ECLiPSe system. 

The ECLiPSe system is based on Prolog and provides solvers for several types of constraints, 

including arithmetic constraints over finite domains, finite set constraints, linear rational constraints, 

and interval reasoning over non-linear constraints [17]. For each native OCL operation, a 

corresponding CLP predicate is implemented into the OCL2CLP library. 

The converted CLP predicates are composed of three portions: the declaration of variable 

domains, the set of constraints, and the invoking of constraint solvers. The set of constraints in the 

CLP predicates are generated from the constraint nodes along the enumerated complete paths 

displayed in the constraint logic graph. Simple OCL constraints are directly mapped into the 

corresponding CLP constraint expressions. Take the CSP of Constraint (9) as an example. The 

generated CLP predicates are displayed in Figure 8. The domain of an integer-type variable is 

assumed to be from -32768 to 32767. The domain of a Boolean-type variable contains the values 0 

and 1. The variable names start with a capital letter in CLP predicates. Therefore, the listed CSP 

variables must be renamed accordingly. A query test_intRange_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], 

[Arg], [Result], [Start, End]) to predicate test_intRange_contains/4 returns the solution{Start_pre 

= -32768, End_pre = -32768, Arg = -32768, Result = 1, Start = -32768, End = -32768}. 

Predicate labeling/1 instantiates all variables to the values of the respective domains. Between 

the generated CLP predicates, predicate ocl2clp_new_integer_sequence/3 is a function in the 

OCL2CLP library that returns an integer sequence based on the starting integer and the final integer of 

an integer range. Predicate ocl2clp_sequence_length/3 is a function in the OCL2CLP library that 

returns the length of a sequence. Predicate ocl2clp_sequence_nth1/3 is a function in the OCL2CLP 

library that returns the nth element of a sequence. 
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% include 

:- lib(ic). 

:- lib(listut). 

 

test_intRange_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]) :-  

% Declaration of variable domains 

  [Start_pre, End_pre, Arg, Start, End] :: -32768 .. 32767,  

  Result :: 0 .. 1,  

% Set of constraints 

  Start_pre #=< End_pre,  

  ocl2clp_new_integer_sequence(Start_pre, End_pre, L0),  

  ocl2clp_sequence_length(Seq, N),  

  Answer_0 #= 0, 

  1 #=< N, 

  ocl2clp_sequence_nth1(1, Seq, E0), 

  E0 #= Arg, 

  Answer_1 #= 1, 

  2 #> N,  

  Answer #= Answer_1,  

  Result #= Answer,  

  Start #= Start_pre,  

  End #= End_pre,  

  Start #=< End, 

% Invoking of the constraint solvers 

  labeling([Start_pre, End_pre, Arg, Result, Start, End]). 

 

ocl2clp_new_integer_sequence(S, E, L):- 

  numlist(S, E, L). 

 

ocl2clp_sequence_length(Seq, N):- 

  length(Seq, N). 

 

ocl2clp_sequence_nth1(N, Seq, E):- 

  nth1(N, Seq, E). 

Figure 8. The CLP predicate corresponding to Constraint (9) for method contains(). 
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%include 

:- lib(ic). 

:- lib(listut). 

 

test_intRange_not_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]):- 

  [Start_pre, End_pre, Arg, Start, End] :: -32768 .. 32767, 

  Result :: 0 .. 1,  

  Start_pre #=< End_pre, 

  intRange_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result0], [Start, End]), 

  Result0 #= 1, 

  Result #= 0, 

  Start #= Start_pre, 

  End #= End_pre, 

  labeling([Start_pre, End_pre, Arg, Result, Start, End]). 

 

intRange_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]) :- 

  ocl2clp_new_integer_sequence(Start_pre, End_pre, Seq), 

  eval_iterate_0(Answer, Seq, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]), 

  Result #= Answer, 

  Start #= Start_pre, 

  End #= End_pre. 

 

eval_iterate_0(Val, Col, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]):- 

  eval_iterate_0(Col, 0, Val, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]). 

 

eval_iterate_0([], Val, Val, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]). 

eval_iterate_0([E|Es], Val0, Val, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]) :- 

  eval_if_0(Val1, [E, Val0], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]), 

  eval_iterate_0(Es, Val1, Val, [], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]). 

 

eval_if_0(Val, [Ele, Acc], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]):- 

  Arg #= Ele, Val #= 1. 

eval_if_0(Val, [Ele, Acc], [Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]):- 

  Arg #\= Ele, Val #= Acc. 

 

ocl2clp_new_integer_sequence(S, E, L):- 

  numlist(S, E, L). 

Figure 9. The CLP predicate corresponding to Constraint (11) for method not_contains(). 
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Method not_contains() has a method invocation to contains(), which must correspond to a 

constraint abstraction. A constraint abstraction corresponds to the set of OCL constraints on the entire 

constraint logic graph instead of the set of OCL constraints on a single path. The CLP predicate for a 

constraint abstraction can be generated top-down along the respective OCL parse tree. Take the CSP 

of Constraint (11) as an example. The generated CLP predicates are displayed in Figure 9. A query 

test_intRange_not_contains([Start_pre, End_pre], [Arg], [Result], [Start, End]) to predicate 

test_intRange_not_contains/4 returns the solution {Start_pre = -32768, End_pre = -32768, Arg 

= -32768, Result = 0, Start = -32768, End = -32768}. 

The CLP predicate C_m/4 for a method m of a class C has the following form: 

C_m(Vs,pre, Va, Vr, Vs,post), 

where Vs,pre, Va, Vr, and Vs,post are the variables of the corresponding CSP. A simple constraint is then 

converted. An IfExp expression is converted into a predicate eval_if_n/6 as follows: 

eval_if_n(Val, Local, Vs,pre, Va, Vr, Vs,post), 

where Val is the Boolean value of the IfExp expression, and Local is the set of variables in the local 

scope of the method other than Va and Vr. The predicate eval_if_n/6 contains a clause corresponding 

to the true branch and a clause corresponding to the false branch. A predicate eval_if_n/6 is generated 

dynamically for each IfExp expression. Therefore, the n in predicate eval_if_n/6 is an integer used to 

assemble a unique predicate name for each IfExp expression. 

An IterateExp expression is converted into a predicate eval_ iterate_n/7 as follows: 

eval_ iterate_n(Val, Col, Local, Vs,pre, Va, Vr, Vs,post), 

where Val is the accumulator variable and Col is the collection of the IterateExp expression, and 

Local is the set of variables in the local scope of the method other than Va and Vr. A predicate eval_ 

iterate_n/7 is also generated dynamically for each IterateExp expression. To efficiently compute the 

accumulator variable, the predicate eval_ iterate_n/7 calls the helper predicate eval_ iterate_n/8: 

eval_ iterate_n(Col, Val0, Val, Local, Vs,pre, Va, Vr, Vs,post), 

where Val0 and Val are the accumulating value and the final value of the accumulator variable, 

respectively. The local variables E and Val0 of the predicate eval_iterate_0/8 are included in the 

argument Local to the predicate eval_if_0, as displayed in Figure 9. 

5. A PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION 

We implemented a prototype system that can automatically generate method-level unit testing 

test cases for both Java and C++ programming languages. The prototype system uses the Eclipse 

Modeling Framework (EMF) to specify the UML model and OCL constraints. Ecore Tools SDK was 

applied to parse the OCL constraints to construct constraint logic graphs. The supported testing 

platforms were JUnit [18] for Java and CUTE [19] for C++. This system can be integrated into 

Eclipse [20] to automate the test-driven development process. Figure 10 displays the architecture of 

the prototype system. 

This prototype system accepts UML and OCL documents as inputs and generates test scripts for 

specific test-platforms as the output. This system contains five major components: the test coverage 

criteria manager, the path enumerator, the CLP generator, the CLP executor and the test script 

generator. The test coverage criteria manager is the kernel component, which accepts software models 

and converts them into constraint logic graphs. The test coverage criteria manager also monitors the 

coverage of test cases and determines when the path numeration process terminates. The path 

enumerator systematically enumerates complete paths on the constraint logic graphs. The CLP 

generator subsequently converts each complete path into a CLP predicate. The converted CLP 

predicate is submitted to the CLP executor to compute test input and expected output. Finally, the test 

script generator generates testing-platform-specific test scripts for various testing platforms. 

This prototype system has a simple GUI. Figure 11 shows an example screenshot of this 

prototype system. This version produces test scripts for JUnit testing framework. The "Feasible Paths" 

window shows the enumerated feasible complete paths on the constraint logic graph.  The "CLP 

Programs" window shows the converted CLP predicates for the corresponding feasible complete paths. 

The "Test Data" window shows the computed test data for the corresponding CLP predicates. The 

"JUnit Test Class" window shows the generated Java test class for the Java class under test. 
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Figure 10. The architecture of the prototype system. 
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Figure 11, An execution result 

6. RELATED WORK 

This section reviews related work that applies the constraint-based approach to testing.  

 

6.1 Fault-Based Testing 

 

DeMillo and Offutt are the pioneers to use the constraint-based approach to testing [21]. They 

applied the constraint-based approach to automatically generate test inputs in fault-based testing. 

Fault-based testing generates test inputs to show the presence or absence of most common faults that a 

programmer might introduce [22][23]. Fault-based testing generates a set of mutant programs each of 

which contains a common fault represented as a simple syntactic change to the program under test. 

They derived algebraic constraints from each mutant program to specify the conditions under which 

the execution of this program can reach the faulty point. These algebraic constraints are reduced into 

disjunctive normal form. Each conjunctive clause corresponds to a unique path. They implemented a 

constraint solver to solve these algebraic constraints. The solution to a conjunctive clause is the test 

input that drives the program to the faulty point through the corresponding path. The expected output 

is usually generated manually. 

Aichernig and Pari Salas applied the constraint-based approach to automatically generate test 

inputs from model-based specifications in fault-based testing [24]. They generated mutant 

specifications instead of mutant programs. They generated mutant OCL preconditions and 
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postconditions. They derived algebraic constraints from each mutant specification to specify the 

conditions under which the execution of this program can discover the corresponding fault. 

 

6.2 White-Box Testing 

 

There are a number of researches that applied the constraint-based approach to automatically 

generate test inputs in white-box testing. Gotlieb, Botella, and Rueher [25] proposed a method that 

first transforms the C program under test into static single assignment form so that each variable in the 

program is assigned statically at most once. This method then derives a system of constraints for 

different execution paths in the control flow graph using symbolic execution. Finally, this method uses 

dedicated constraint solvers to automatically generate the test input for each feasible execution path. 

The expected outputs for white-box testing are usually generated manually. They later developed 

techniques to handle more complex data types such as floating point numbers [26] and structural data 

types [27]. 

Meudec [28] used symbolic execution to collect a system of constraints for different execution 

paths in Ada programs. He then used constraint logic programming to automatically generate the test 

input for each feasible execution path. Lembeck et al. [29] used an approach similar to Meudec for 

Java byte codes. Their system implemented a symbolic Java virtual machine and can support def-use 

chain coverage. 

Williams et al. [30] used code instrumentation to collect the path predicate on a path for the 

concrete execution of a test input. Initially, the test input is selected arbitrarily. They then used 

constraint logic programming to compute the set of input values covered by this path predicate. They 

then selected the next test input from the domain outside of this set of input values. This process 

continues until the domain becomes empty. Sen, Marinov, and Agha [31] used an approach similar to 

Williams et al. and also handled dynamic data structures using pointers. They used a logic input map 

to represent inputs as a collection of scalar symbolic variables and construct constraints on these 

variables by symbolic execution. 

Milicevic et al. [32] proposed a tool for generating structurally complex test inputs for Java. The 

user needs to define a Java method to specify the bounds and invariants of the data structure. Senni 

and Fioravanti [33] proposed another approach for generating structurally complex test inputs. They 

used constraint logic programming to specify the bounds and invariants of the data structure. 

 

6.3 Black-Box Testing 

 

There are a number of researches that applied the constraint-based approach to automatically 

generate test cases in black-box testing. Dick and Faivre presented a technique for automatic test case 

generation from the VDM specification [34]. They symbolically transformed the VDM specification 

for the program under test into a first-order predicate calculus in disjunctive normal form. Each 

conjunctive clause in the disjunctive normal form corresponds to an equivalence class. They also 

considered the generation of a sequence of method calls to bring the program into an appropriate 

system state for testing. 

The AutoFocus testing tool is a test case generation framework based on the model simulation 

using constraint logic programming [35][36]. AutoFocus supports the modeling and analyzing of the 

structure and behavior of distributed, reactive, and timed computer-based systems. AutoFocus uses 

UML-like structural diagrams and state diagrams to describe the interactions between components. 

First, AutoFocus translates these diagrams into CLP predicates, and subsequently executes CLP 

predicates to generate test sequences. AutoFocus mainly generates test cases for class-level unit 

testing. 

The BZ testing tool is a test case generation framework based on the symbolic animation using 

constraint logic programming [37][38]. By using the BZ testing tool, a software system can be 

specified in B, Z, OCL, or JML modeling languages. A transition from one state to another state is 

formulated as a CSP. The model is first translated into a Prolog-like intermediate format: BZPE. This 

intermediate format is then animated using constraint solvers CLP(FD) [39] and CLPS-BZ [40]. 

7. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION 
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This paper proposes and implemented a constraint-based framework to generate test cases for 

method-level black-box unit testing. This framework uniformly solved the test case generation 

problem using constraint logic graphs and constraint logic programming. This framework effectively 

performs equivalence class partitioning and test coverage criteria management on the constraint logic 

graphs, and simultaneously generates both test input and expected output using constraint logic 

programming. This constraint-based framework can serve as a nucleus for test case generation in 

model-based unit testing. This framework was used to generate test cases for black-box method-level 

unit testing. In the future, this framework will be extended to generate test cases for method-level 

white-box unit testing and class-level unit testing. 

The extension of this framework to method-level white-box unit testing is outlined as follows. 

The method under test can first be transformed into a method in static single assignment form. The 

control flow graph of the method in static single assignment form can then be converted into a 

constraint logic graph by replacing each assignment with an equality constraint. With a constraint 

logic graph representing the implementation of the method, the framework can automatically generate 

test cases for method-level white-box unit testing. This has been addressed in a number of related 

studies [25][28][29]. 

The extension of this framework to class-level unit testing is outlined as follows. UML state 

diagrams and OCL can be used as the specification language. The UML state diagram for a class can 

be converted into a constraint logic graph by transforming each transition in the state diagram into a 

constraint node with a constraint abstraction that represents a method invocation. Instead of generating 

a pair of test input and expected output for a single method invocation in method-level testing, a 

sequence of pairs can be generated for the sequence of method invocations on a complete path in 

constraint logic graph. This has been addressed in a number of related studies [34][35][37]. 
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